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INTRODUCTION

Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) is a sea-run (anadromous) form of rainbow trout and is a
popular game fish in the Pacific Northwest and California. The California Fish and Game Commission
adopted the Steelhead Trout Catch Report-Restoration Card (Report-Restoration Card), which was
enacted by state legislation in 1991 (Assembly Bill 2187). AB 2187 established Fish and Game Code
Sections 7380 and 7381, which, among other directives, required the Department of Fish and Game
(Department) to report to the Legislature ". . . regarding the implementation of the catch reportrestoration card program, the projects undertaken using revenues derived pursuant to that program, the
benefits derived, and its recommendation regarding whether the catch report-restoration card
requirement should be continued." The legislation becomes inoperative on July 1, 1997 and, without an
enacted statute, is repealed on January 1, 1998. This document fulfills the reporting requirement.
The purpose of the Report-Restoration Card is to gather much needed harvest data for conserving
California steelhead trout, and to provide a specific funding source for recovery of California's steelhead
populations. The program involves developing the statistical and survey methods to obtain and analyze
the harvest and angler-use information contained on the cards, updating the report card as necessary, and
making management recommendations to restore and enhance steelhead trout resources on a statewide
basis.
A position was established in 1992 to implement and coordinate the Report-Restoration Card
program (Report-Restoration Card Coordinator). The Report-Restoration Card Coordinator for the
Department must review, prioritize and coordinate the development of specific stream restoration
projects to be funded by Report-Restoration Card revenues so that natural production and survival of
steelhead are increased, as mandated by the Salmon, Steelhead, and Anadromous Fisheries Program Act
(Fish and Game Code Sections 6900 et. seq.).
Beginning January 1, 1993, steelhead trout anglers 16 years of age or older with a valid California
sport fishing license have been required to carry and fill out a $3.15 nontransferable Report-Restoration
Card (Figure 1) when fishing for steelhead in any of the State's anadromous waters. The ReportRestoration Card is good for the entire calendar year. Steelhead anglers must record the date and the
stream before fishing. This provides valuable fishing effort information, even if the angler failed to catch
any steelhead. This information provides the Department with data about fishing pressure and an
indication of the steelhead populations based on catch-per-unit-effort. Steelhead caught that are greater
than 16 inches in length must be recorded on the card, whether kept or released. For purposes of the
regulation, steelhead are defined as any rainbow trout greater than 16 inches in length found in
anadromous waters. Based on length data obtained from past steelhead studies, 16 inches includes most
steelhead that have spent two years in the ocean, which is the most common life history type of
California steelhead.
Information contained on the Report-Restoration Cards is used to derive catch and harvest
estimates. This information will be used by the Department to develop angler regulations and
management regulations to ensure that steelhead are not over harvested. These data have been utilized
by the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission for their annual report, which reports salmon and
steelhead sport harvests from Alaska, British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho and California
(Appendix A). California had not provided steelhead harvest estimates prior to 1993.
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IMPLEMENTATION

The Department began implementing the Report-Restoration Card program in 1993. Prior to
1993, the design of the Report-Restoration Card went through numerous changes before a final design
was accepted. The basic design is still used with minor modifications. The Report-Restoration Card
needed to collect data on when and where the angler went fishing and how many steelhead were kept
and how many were released on each trip. The angler is required to record the month, day and location
code (river/area) before they begin fishing. This allows for effort data to be collected in addition to
harvest data.
At start-up, the program received both criticism and praise. A majority of the criticism came
from misinformation or lack of information about the program, or an uneasiness of anglers with change.
The praise came from many anglers and angling groups that were enthused with the program's goals for
gathering steelhead harvest data for management purposes and providing a specific funding source for
steelhead restoration projects.
The Department immediately responded to numerous telephone calls and letters from the public
regarding the program. Personal public correspondence has greatly subsided and is an infrequent
exercise now. Great effort went, and continues, into getting information about the program out to the
public through news releases, information fliers at point-of-purchase and at sportsmen shows, speaking
engagements to angling and fisheries groups around the State, speaking on a radio talk show, and articles
printed in publications such as the American Fisheries Society Fisheries (Appendix B) and California
Trout's news letter, Streamkeeper. A list was compiled of common questions that people asked and the
Department distributed these questions and suggested responses (Appendix C) at sportsmen shows,
speaking engagements and individuals requesting the information. The Department has made great
efforts to inform the public about the program and the restoration projects that are funded appear to be
winning their confidence in the value of the Report-Restoration Card.
Program implementation also required the development of a working relationship with the
Steelhead Subcommittee of the California Advisory Committee (CAC) on Salmon and Steelhead Trout
(Steelhead Committee). The CAC consists of members representing the Commercial Fisheries, Sport
Fisheries, Native American, Biologist and Public sectors. The Steelhead Committee has five members
representing the Sport Fisheries and Biologist sectors. Prior to implementation, the Steelhead Committee
reviewed and approved the Report-Restoration Card design. Several meetings with the Department and
the Steelhead Committee were necessary to establish a protocol for reviewing and approving steelhead
projects. The Department and the Steelhead Committee have a complementary relationship and the
Steelhead Committee has provided valuable insight and advice. The Department has provided the
Steelhead Committee with several administrative reports and keeps them appraised intermittently by
telephone and at various meetings.
Collection of the steelhead harvest data required the development and implementation of a
repeatable sampling design. Since it is not mandatory for the Report-Restoration Card purchasers to
return their Report-Restoration Card to the Department, anglers were selected to be surveyed by mail
and by telephone using a random sample design based on the total population of steelhead anglers being
geographically stratified into six strata according to their area of residence. The design has been
successful, although modifications and improvements have been implemented each year.
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FISCAL

Finances
An essential responsibility of the Report-Restoration Card Coordinator has been an accounting of
the Report-Restoration Card budget, revenue and expenditures. In 1993 and 1994, over $232,000 were
generated from sales of over 77,000 Report-Restoration Cards (Table 1). In 1995, nearly 14,000 less
report cards were purchased, which was nearly a $40,000 decrease in revenue. The decrease in ReportRestoration Card sales was probably a result of rain storms during steelhead season which kept the rivers
high and unfishable nearly all winter and early spring. As of June 1996, $111,000 have been generated
from sales of 37,000 Report-Restoration Cards.
Table 1. Annual Steelhead Report-Restoration Card Purchases and Revenue Generated.
Calendar Year

Report-Restoration Cards Purchased

Revenue

1993

77,479

$232,437

1994

77,126

$231,378

1995

63,688

$191,064

19961

37,000

$111,000

1/ Reported through June 1996

A balance of approximately $130,000 remains in the dedicated account for steelhead projects.
With the exception of the first year when equipment purchases (e.g., computer, vehicle) were necessary
for program implementation, annual administrative expenditures have been consistent, and are expected
to remain steady.

Projects
Proposals for steelhead habitat restoration and enhancement projects throughout California are
considered for funding using revenue generated from sale of the Report-Restoration Card. A majority of
the project proposals are received through the Department's annual Request For Proposals (RFP) process
designed to provide a mechanism for funding projects from a variety of funding sources. Project
proposals received by the Department are from non-profit organizations, state and federal agencies, and
private enterprise.
From over 100 proposals received annually through the RFP process, approximately 60 proposals
potentially benefiting steelhead, and potentially deserving of Report-Restoration Card funding, are
reviewed each spring by the Department for biological soundness, cost effectiveness, technical merit and
use of matching funds by the contractor. These proposals are also reviewed by the five-member
Steelhead Committee. The Department and the Steelhead Committee meet in June each year to discuss
each proposal and decide which proposals should be funded and at what level by the Report-Restoration
Card program. Proposals that adhere to the management goals outlined in the Department's Steelhead
Restoration and Management Plan for California (Steelhead Plan) receive the greatest consideration for
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Report-Restoration Card funding. Habitat restoration projects use Department standardized
methodologies described in the California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual.
To date, the Report-Restoration Card program has funded 66 steelhead projects costing over
$410,000. These projects include assessment and monitoring, rearing, restoration, education, and
restoration-education (Figures 2 through 4). Restoration-education projects combine restoration and
education, where students and/or volunteers from communities implement the project under Department
supervision. Many of the assessment-monitoring and restoration projects are still in progress or have
been recently completed. Some projects, such as educational projects (e.g., "Salmonids in the
Classroom"), have provided immediate success and gratification for the students.
In FY 1993-94, only two of the proposals received were considered by the Department and the
Steelhead Committee to be justifiable and beneficial steelhead projects. These two steelhead projects
totaled $35,000 (Figure 2). The unspent Report-Restoration Card revenues remained in the dedicated
account for future use. The projects selected were the construction and installation of steelhead counting
stations on Mill and Deer creeks (near Red Bluff) and a Carmel River steelhead captive broodstock
project. Mill and Deer creeks are two important Central Valley streams that support wild steelhead runs.
The Carmel River steelhead broodstock project was established to prevent extirpation of the native
steelhead run and to help return the steelhead population to a sustainable level. Both projects
successfully achieved their objectives.
In FY 1994-95, the Report-Restoration Card program provided $156,323 for 25 projects
involving steelhead habitat restoration, habitat and population assessment, and public education. The
projects were disbursed throughout California's coastal streams from the Oregon border south to Los
Angeles County, with one project in the Sacramento River system (Figure 2). Appendix D provides
details of the projects approved for Report-Restoration Card funding during FY 1993-94 and 1994-95.
Many immediate benefits have been derived from projects that include public involvement and
education. One highlight from the 1994-95 education projects was the completion of an Instruction
Manual for Hatching Salmon and Trout Eggs in Classroom Aquarium-Incubators to educate teachers
conducting the Salmonids in the Classroom program.
A steelhead restoration highlight was the removal of Trout Haven Dam on Monkey Creek in Del
Norte County. Monkey Creek is within the Smith River drainage. Removal of this obsolete dam opened
six miles of stream for steelhead to spawn. The U.S. Forest Service has been monitoring the use of these
six miles by steelhead and reports that the project was successful.
In FY 1995-96, the Report-Restoration Card program provided $113,198 for 22 projects
involving steelhead habitat restoration, habitat and population assessment, and public education. The
projects were disbursed throughout California's coastal streams from the Oregon border south to San Luis
Obispo County, with one project in the Sacramento River system (Figure 3). Appendix D provides
details of the projects approved for Report-Restoration Card funding during FY 1995-96.
One project being funded is designed to evaluate the mortality of angler caught and released
summer steelhead adults in summer holding areas. This study is being conducted by a Master's student at
Humboldt State University and is still in progress. The utility of this project, and significance to steelhead
anglers, is to determine whether summer steelhead populations can endure angling pressure or if these
fisheries should remain closed.
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The Report-Restoration Card program will provide $106,398 for 18 projects involving steelhead
habitat restoration, habitat and population assessment, public education, and fin clipping hatchery raised
steelhead for FY 1996-97. The projects are disbursed throughout California's coastal streams from the
Oregon border south to Monterey County, with one project in the Sacramento River system (Figure 4).
Appendix D provides details of the projects approved for Report-Restoration Card funding during FY
1996-97.

Results
The degree of benefit each project provides for steelhead usually requires several years of
evaluation. However, many immediate benefits have been achieved from public involvement and
education projects.
The Report-Restoration Card program has been successful in providing a unique and stable
funding source for steelhead projects throughout California. There are no other long-term funding
sources available exclusively for steelhead restoration projects. Without this program, steelhead would
continue to receive little, if any, direct attention. Prior to implementation of the Report-Restoration Card
program, steelhead only benefited indirectly from salmon projects that were implemented where
steelhead and salmon were found together.
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Figure 2. Steelhead Report-Restoration Card: Projects Funded 1993-95.
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Figure 3. Steelhead Report-Restoration Card: Projects Funded 1995-96.
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Figure 4. Steelhead Report-Restoration Card: Projects Funded 1996-97.
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HARVEST

Methods
The angler may purchase the Report-Restoration Card from the Department or from a license
agent (e.g., bait and tackle shop). The angler's name, address, telephone number, California fishing
license number, and the date of issue are recorded on the top portion of the Report-Restoration Card,
which is the Department's copy. The top portion is carbon-backed, so the information is copied to the
angler's copy of the Report-Restoration Card. The Department's copy and revenue are collected by the
License and Revenue Branch (LRB). The revenue is transferred to the Steelhead Trout Dedicated
Account and the Report-Restoration Card Coordinator collects the Department's copies of the ReportRestoration Card for data entry.
Once the angler's personal data is entered, a random sample of Report-Restoration Card
purchasers are mailed a postcard (Appendix E) to inform the angler they will be contacted by telephone
or mail to collect their angling data. These data are analyzed statistically for steelhead harvest. In
addition, after March 31 of each year, anglers may voluntarily return their report cards to the
Department. These voluntary data are tested against the random sample data to evaluate whether there
are significant differences between the sampling methods.

Results
Purchases of the Report-Restoration Card have provided the Department data about how many
steelhead anglers there are, where they live, where they fish, and how successful they are. Steelhead
anglers from outside California, the North Coast, the Central Valley, and the South Coast represent
approximately 2%, 21%, 35%, and 3% of the Report-Restoration Cards purchases, respectively
(Figure 5). This information can be analyzed to display the importance of steelhead angling as recreation
by county (Figure 6). The greatest percentage of Report-Restoration Card purchases come from
residents of Humboldt, Sacramento, Sonoma, Butte, and Santa Clara counties.
The data generated from the Report-Restoration Cards show that steelhead anglers expended
approximately 69% of their effort north of the Mattole River (North Coast), 15% from the Mattole south
to the Golden Gate Bridge (North Central Coast), 12% on the Sacramento River system (Central Valley),
and 4% from the Golden Gate Bridge south to Pt. Conception (South Central Coast), (Figure 7).
Economically, the North Coast receives a majority of the income generated from steelhead angling (e.g.,
motel services, guide services, restaurants, fuel purchase, fishing tackle).
Angler effort and harvest data provide indications of steelhead population status and help the
Department identify areas requiring restoration attention. Potential habitat restoration needs may include
securing adequate water flows, removing barriers to migration, and restoring steelhead spawning and
rearing habitat.
To increase their chances of success, anglers tend to fish where the larger steelhead runs occur.
The habitat and water supplies are in better condition, but the increased pressure on the steelhead runs
may require habitat improvements in certain North Coast headwaters to help increase steelhead survival.
Conversely, the lack of pressure in other areas throughout the State indicates runs are probably low and
habitat improvements will be necessary to improve those runs, hopefully drawing anglers to those
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streams. This type of management will help shift money to those areas and reduce angling pressure on
North Coast stocks to help those populations increase as well.
Figure 8 displays where steelhead anglers fished in 1993 and 1994, compared to where they
reside. Steelhead anglers from outside California expended nearly all of their effort (98.7%) on the North
Coast. Steelhead anglers that live in Northern and Southern California show a similar trend.
Interestingly, nearly all angling effort for steelhead in the other four areas of California, is expended by
anglers within the same area of residence (i.e., Central Valley angling is primarily from Central Valley
residents).
Figure 9 shows that the Smith, Klamath, Sacramento (which includes the Feather, Yuba and
American rivers), and Mad rivers are fished most often, respectively. The Trinity and Russian rivers also
receive a relatively substantial angling effort. This information is useful for determining angling pressure
on individual river systems.
Figure 10 displays the approximate potential of catching steelhead on individual rivers, the
likelihood of a steelhead being kept and the likelihood of a steelhead being released back to the river
after an angler caught it. Statewide, over 70% of the steelhead caught were released back to the stream.
The angling data gathered from the Report-Restoration Cards also allow the Department to look
at streams individually and evaluate the timing of steelhead migration, angler effort and angler success by
month. For example, angling effort and success on the Smith River continues throughout the year, with
the greatest success in January and February (Figure 11). Although additional years of data are
necessary to determine an actual trend, it appears that the steelhead run in the Smith River begins in
November, peaks in February and ends in May.
The Report-Restoration Card has provided the Department with the ability to estimate total
statewide harvest. In 1993, it is estimated that nearly 168,000 steelhead were caught and over 40,000 of
these were kept (Figure 12). Steelhead anglers had an even better year in 1994, where an estimated
178,000 fish were caught and nearly 53,000 were kept (Figure 13). The sampling design for collecting
the 1995 steelhead harvest data included an intensive survey designed to determine if non-response bias
is a concern. Non-response bias occurs when an incomplete sample is obtained. If the average harvest
per Report-Restoration Card is different between the anglers surveyed and the anglers not surveyed, the
estimate of total harvest will be biased. Other states have observed that harvest is greater from the
responsive anglers than from non-responsive anglers, which leads to an over-estimate of harvest. Once
the 1995 data is analyzed, if the Department observes a similar trend in non-response bias, then the 1993
and 1994 harvest estimates will be adjusted accordingly.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Alternatives
1) Eliminate Program: Discontinue the Report-Restoration Card as of January 1, 1998.
Discussion:

Elimination of the program would return California steelhead management and
restoration back to pre-1993 status. This would eliminate all revenue for
steelhead projects and collection of steelhead harvest data.

Advantages:

a)

b)

Disadvantages:

a)
b)
c)

d)

Discontinuation of the Report-Restoration Card program would eliminate
the inconvenience to the angler of having to fill-out the ReportRestoration Card.
Discontinuation would eliminate the additional cost to the angler for
fishing for steelhead.
The opportunity to collect valuable steelhead harvest data would be lost.
Revenue generated specifically for steelhead habitat restoration and
enhancement projects throughout California would be lost.
Without monitoring, management and restoration projects, steelhead
populations will probably continue to decline, which will reduce
opportunity for anglers.
Department would have greater difficulty in complying with Legislative
mandates to increase naturally-spawning steelhead populations.

2) Continue Current Program: Enact statute to extend the Report-Restoration Card program as it
currently exists.
Discussion:

The Report-Restoration Card provides an excellent source of revenue and harvest
data for steelhead to monitor, restore, and enhance California's steelhead
resources. Many anglers and angler groups were proponents of the ReportRestoration Card requirement and are supportive of continuing the program.

Advantages:

a)
b)
c)

d)
Disadvantages:

a)
b)

Extending the Report-Restoration Card requirement would continue to
generate revenue specifically for steelhead projects.
The Report-Restoration Card would continue to provide angler data and
the opportunity to collect steelhead harvest data.
The program is already in place. Anglers are familiar with the current
program and there would not be a new learning curve for anglers and the
Department.
An index of fishing effort is continued.
Does not take into consideration what the Department has learned to
improve the program.
Angler must fill out the Report-Restoration Card before fishing, which
fills up the Report-Restoration Card sooner.
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3) Continue Program with Modifications: Extend the Report-Restoration Card program with minor
modifications and necessary improvements to accommodate management objectives and to make the
Report-Restoration Card more "user-friendly" to the angler.
Discussion:

The Report-Restoration Card provides an excellent source of revenue and harvest
data for steelhead to monitor, restore, and enhance California's steelhead
resources. Many anglers and angler groups were proponents of the ReportRestoration Card requirement and are supportive of continuing the program. By
implementing modifications to the Report-Restoration Card program, the
Department will be able to improve the program. Improvements will take into
consideration suggestions received since 1993 and management goals outlined in
the Steelhead Plan. Possible modifications include: fill-out card when a fish is
caught rather than before angling; and add a column to differentiate between
hatchery and wild steelhead.

Advantages:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Disadvantages:

a)
b)

The Report-Restoration Card program would continue to provide an
excellent source of steelhead sport harvest data for California.
The program generates revenue specifically for steelhead projects.
Modifications and improvements allow the Department to take advantage
of gained knowledge and provide more effective management.
Angler may not have to fill-out card before fishing, so their ReportRestoration Card is not filled as quickly.
Angler must fill out their Report-Restoration Card when a fish is caught.
Angler may be required to differentiate between hatchery and wild
steelhead.

4) Steelhead Stamp: Eliminate the Report-Restoration Card and require the angler to purchase a
steelhead stamp, which would be affixed to the back of their fishing license, to fish for steelhead in
California waters.
Discussion:

Requirement of a stamp rather than a Report-Restoration Card would continue to
generate revenue specifically for steelhead projects. Many anglers have
suggested that a $10 stamp would be preferable to filling out a Report-Restoration
Card. A stamp would not provide angler data or the opportunity to collect
steelhead harvest data.
This would alter the Report-Restoration Card
Coordinator's role. The Department would no longer have data to collect or
analyze, per se. The Coordinator's role would possibly shift to project
development, project management, and specific data collection (i.e., creel
census). The department could, using stamp revenue, implement stream-specific
creel censuses to collect a limited amount of information.

Advantages:

a)
b)
c)

A stamp is effortless for anglers and would be simple for the Department.
Revenue would remain dedicated for steelhead.
Possible increase in revenue would provide more money for steelhead
projects.
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d)
e)

Disadvantages:

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Creel Census provides catch per unit effort data and excellent information
on the streams that are surveyed.
The Department could focus management and restoration efforts on a few
specific streams.
The Department would only be able to conduct creel census on a limited
number of streams throughout California.
The opportunity to collect steelhead harvest data throughout the State
would be lost.
Loss of harvest information for a majority of steelhead streams
throughout the State would nearly eliminate the Department's ability to
monitor, restore, and enhance a critical portion of California's steelhead
resources.
Additional costs to the angler.
Implementing specific creel censuses would require additional permanent
and seasonal positions for the program, which would reduce the amount
of money available for restoration projects.

5) Combined Salmon and Steelhead Punch Card: Create a combined salmon and steelhead punch card
program similar to other western states.
Discussion:

Currently the Salmon Punch Card is required in the Pacific Ocean north of Point
Delgada and all waters to the Klamath River system, and the Steelhead ReportRestoration Card is statewide. Rather than have two separate cards, it has been
suggested the Department combine these requirements and have one card for
salmon and steelhead. This requirement would be of little, if any, benefit to the
steelhead program.

Advantages:

a)
b)
c)

Angler would need only one card for salmon and steelhead.
The Department could collect salmon harvest data throughout the State.
Would generate additional revenue for salmon projects.

Disadvantages:

a)
b)
c)

Anglers would need a card throughout the State to fish for salmon.
Would cost angler more money to fish for salmon throughout the State.
Anglers would be required to spend money toward a fish species that may
be of no interest to them.
Accounting for splitting revenue between steelhead and salmon would be
difficult.
Currently, there is not a Department position that deals with salmon in
this capacity.

d)
e)

Recommended Alternative
The Department recommends that Alternative 3 (Continue Program with Modifications), and that the
Steelhead Trout Catch Report-Restoration Card requirement, with modifications, be continued past the
current date for termination (January 1, 1998). Other Pacific states have utilized such a program for
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many years to collect sport harvest data, and California's Report-Restoration Card program is beginning
to provide meaningful steelhead harvest data.
The Report-Restoration Card provides an excellent source of steelhead sport harvest data for
California. We believe that Alternative 3 provides the best option for generating steelhead harvest data
to meet management goals outlined in the Steelhead Plan and to generate revenue to implement
restoration measures identified in the Steelhead Plan. Having the angler fill-out their Report-Restoration
Card when fish are caught, rather than before fishing, will allow the angler to fish more times on one
Report-Restoration Card and will be less inconvenient.
The Steelhead Plan recommends that all hatchery raised steelhead be marked (e.g., fin clip) prior to
release. This would allow the Department to manage the resource more effectively by knowing the
hatchery contribution to each year's run. A column on the Report-Restoration Card to have the angler
differentiate between hatchery and wild steelhead would allow the Department to determine if there are
differential harvest rates between hatchery and wild stocks, and to determine if wild stocks are being
over harvested.
The Report-Restoration Card program needs to continue because it provides an excellent source of
revenue for steelhead projects to monitor, restore, and enhance California's steelhead resources. The
Department and the Steelhead Committee have worked in unison to review, evaluate and approve
funding for 66 steelhead projects throughout California that were determined to be beneficial for
improving steelhead populations. The program is rapidly maturing. The Report-Restoration Card
program has not yet reached its full potential. Discontinuing the program would be unfortunate for
California's steelhead and the anglers that place high value on this resource. The Department believes
that the Report-Restoration Card program is a success to date, and that we should extend the ReportRestoration Card program with minor modifications and necessary improvements as outlined in
Alternative 3.
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